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Want to find a patron god and/or matron goddess? Trying to find your spiritual parents? How do you

find deities or gods and goddesses to work with? Deity Linkage Manual will help you find gods and

goddesses and advise you on setting up an altar. Let the magick begin! The Deity Linkage Manual:

How to Find Your Gods & Goddesses Using Numerology is a complete reference guide to assist in

connecting with deities. Deity Linkage Manual features a unique system of Numerology that

matches deities to your specific vibration or energy. The Manual includes definitive deity lists and

valuable information on how to program reality through the use of personal altars. The Deity Linkage

Manual will assist beginners and intrigue seasoned practitioners in working with altars and linking up

with the gods! Features: * Finding Core Numbers (Numerology) * Deity Lists (80+ Cross Cultures) *

Deity Profiles * Altar Offerings, Prayers & Tips * Communication Exercise * And MORE!!
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S. Ali Myers is a Spiritual Development expert and considered an authority in Metaphysics, chiefly in

Numerology and Altar Work. With a broad and balanced background in many esoteric and occult

studies, he specializes in guiding those unfamiliar with or newly coming into Spirituality and

Metaphysics with information and practices to provide a strong foundation. Ali is the author of the #1

 bestselling book, Ã¢â‚¬Å“Deity Linkage ManualÃ¢â‚¬Â•, and his writings have been featured on

some of the top metaphysical and holistic sites in the World including Before It's News, in5d,

Waking Times, Conscious Life News, and more! Through his consulting practice, teaching

platforms, radio show hosting, and YouTube channels, Ali continues to help thousands grow and



develop spiritually on the path to claiming their Divinity. Visit Ali at SAliMyers.com

Excellent manual using Chaldean numerology to find your deity. in the Pythagorean system my birth

name is a number 4, in the Chaldean system its a number 9, what is so funny is the deities listed

were the very ones I had been working with for years and who's presence I felt strongly throughout

my spiritual journey, some are even ancestral energies that comes from my matriarchal bloodline so

this is a very accurate system. the book is also a cultural boon so no matter what spiritual system

you practice, your cultural preference there is something here for everyone. This book is a guide to

help you not only find a deity based on your science you came to this realm with, but how to begin

to work with those energies, I'm going to purchase a few more copies and pass them out to my

children to begin working with. in the back it gives you instructions on how to set up a basic altar,

offerings to the gods and some really cool prayers, not only to the ancestors but to the deities as

well, also listed are pictures of various altars to give you an idea of how to set up you own spiritual

base. the author also cites Dr Mitchell Gibson who is quite the Metaphysical teacher on all laws of

Metaphysics. I would like to thank the author for doing a manual such as this now I have something

concrete to recommend to my students, family and friends Ase S Ali Myers for this wonderful

blessing.

Myers has given a great starting point for seekers to discover the deities at work in their lives and

how to use that knowledge. I highly recommend this book!I can NOT recommend it highly enough!It

was so clear and concise and a COMPLETE timesaver. No struggle to understand the concepts or

how to put into practice once you have your list. It would have taken me who knows how long to (if I

even could have at all) come up with a list of deities that I resonate with from different

pantheons/cultures

Very informative. I learned alot about deities and numerology. This book was honest and straight

forward.

I am new to metaphysics and spiritual matters in general but have been watching Mr. Myers

Youtube videos for a few months now and something drew me to this book. I have barely put the

book down since it arrived and have I found it easy to read, informative and straight to the point. The

list of deities mentioned in this book are diverse and include Egyptian, Yoruba, Buddhist, Asian,

Nordic, Celtic, Roman, Greek, Hindu, Mesopotamian and Aztec gods and goddesses. In addition to



finding the right deities for you through numerology, the book delves into how to set up an altar,

offerings, suggested prayers and rituals, a meditation to talk to your deities and a Q&A on a number

of questions and issues related to working with deities. I personally really enjoyed reading about Mr.

Myers suggestion that you pray to the gods out of thankfulness not need, which is a really great

concept. This book is outstanding and I highly recommend it to anybody.

I just finished my copy last night. It was honestly more easy to follow than I anticipated. I would

recommend for anyone on a spiritual journey who wants to get more in-touch with their roots, the

Source, and of course themselves. I did my core numbers right away and within minutes felt

connected with 2 deities using the Numerology formula laid out in the book. I'm very excited for

learning more and working with these deities. Thank you for your teachings and sharing your

wisdom S. Ali Myers!

I appreciate how simple Mr Myers keeps this book which is much like the way he simplifies things

on his YouTube channel. I knew Oshun had been calling me through various signs since last

Autumn and to find she is a goddess associated with both my life path and gifts has already made a

change in how I see my past and present. I am very grateful for this book.

This book was accurate when it came to identifying deities that I already felt linked to. Great guide to

start your spiritual practices

This is such a concise and easy to read manual packed with vital life-changing information. It is

about more than numerology. It shows you how to pull your personal energies together and make

your life happened. This book was a pleasant surprise. I started reading it at 5am. The only reason I

stopped was because it was time to get ready for work. An outstanding read for those who want to

improve their lives!
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